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It stars Matthias Schoenaerts as an incarcerated convict who participates in a rehabilitation
program centered around training of wild horses. The Mustang is based on an actual
rehabilitation program in Carson City , Nevada. Roman Coleman has been incarcerated for 12
years after leaving his domestic partner permanently brain damaged in an attack. Aware of his
short temper and violent tendencies, he has resisted efforts to be reintegrated back into society.
While working outdoor maintenance, Roman is placed in a rehabilitation program run by
rancher Myles that assigns prisoners with training wild mustangs. Each prisoner in the program
is given a specific horse to train and Roman is required to complete the training within 12 weeks
before his horse is sold at an auction. Roman initially struggles with the training of his mustang,
but under the guidance of Henry, an inmate regarded as the top horse trainer, he begins to
make progress. As the weeks pass, Roman becomes close with the horse, whom he names
Marquis, and forms a friendship with Henry. The program suffers a blow, however, when Henry
is murdered by Dan, Roman's cellmate. Roman retaliates by strangling Dan into
unconsciousness before they are broken up by guards. The day of the auction arrives, which
Roman invites his pregnant daughter Martha to attend with the hope of improving his
relationship with her. While Roman showcases Marquis to the auctioneers, he becomes
distracted after he notices Martha is not present. This distraction leads to disaster when
Marquis is startled by an overhead helicopter, causing Roman to fall off his horse and nearly be
trampled as the other trainers restrain Marquis. Shortly afterwards, Roman learns from Myles
that Marquis has been deemed untrainable and will be euthanized. Taking advantage of the
prison gates being damaged by a storm, Roman is able to help Marquis escape and return to the
wild. Some time later, Roman receives a letter from Martha acknowledging her father's refusal to
leave prison. The letter also includes a photo of Martha with Roman's newly-born grandson,
who she intends to have Roman meet during her next visit. After Roman finishes reading the
letter, he spots Marquis standing by the prison gates seemingly looking for him through the
fences and smiles. It had its world premiere at the Sundance Film Festival on January 31, The
site's critical consensus reads " The Mustang finds fresh perspectives in a familiar redemption
tale brought brilliantly to life by powerful performances from Bruce Dern and Matthias
Schoenaerts". From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For other uses, see Mustang
disambiguation. Theatrical release poster. Release date. Running time. Box Office Mojo.
Retrieved October 25, Retrieved April 5, The Hollywood Reporter. Retrieved January 29,
Deadline Hollywood. Entertainment Tonight. Retrieved April 7, Sundance Film Festival. Hidden
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as PDF Printable version. Laure de Clermont-Tonnerre. High tech and sex appeal are not things
most Fords are known for, but that's something the year-old automaker hopes to change with
the all-electric Mustang Mach-E crossover. The importance of this vehicle for Ford can't be
overstated. Its success won't solely be defined by sales alone. Ford is trying to create some
Tesla-type buzz and convince Wall Street that its EV plans are headed in the right direction.
Ford has been slower than others like General Motors to fully commit to EVs. It's something
Ford's new CEO Jim Farley has been very involved in as the automaker focuses efforts on
electrifying its money-making commercial vehicles and versions of its most iconic brands,
namely the F and Mustang. The vehicle has a Tesla-like interior with a large Pricing,
performance and technologies such as over-the-air updates and driver-assist technologies are
comparable to the Tesla Model Y. Palmer described the functionality of the Mach-E's
infotainment system much like an iPhone, which can learn habits or owners and preemptively
prioritize features. It also offers digital driver profiles like "Netflix where you've got profiles for
each person of the family," he said. Owners also can program the car to precondition the cabin
daily based on driving schedules. Ford is going after new EV buyers. Our job at Ford, what we
do, is bring cars to the majority. And so this one is to bring people into electric cars and show
them what they can do," he said. Palmer added if the vehicle does attract current Tesla owners,
that's fine as well. Many are from coastal areas of the country, where the Detroit automakers
typically underperform. Henry Payne, a Tesla Model 3 owner and auto critic at The Detroit News,
believes the Mach-E may attract some Tesla buyers "who want something different" â€”
specifically in California, where Teslas have become more prevalent than other areas of the U.
He described the Mach-E, including its driver-mounted information screen, as a balance
between a traditional cars and new Tesla models. Top performance models of the Mach-E will
achieve miles per hour in the midsecond range with an estimated horsepower and foot pounds
of torque. It has an EPS-estimated range of up to miles. Payne said although the Mach-E is
"really good," he won't be trading in his Model 3 anytime soon. One major reason is Tesla's
exclusive Supercharger network. Ford and other automakers are using chargers from

third-party companies that they don't have as much control over regarding pricing and
functionality. Many were surprised by Ford using the Mustang name and its iconic galloping
pony badge on a crossover. It marks the first time in the car's year history that Ford has used
the name on anything but a two-door pony car. Aside from its badging and performance, the
Mach-E includes Mustang design aspects such as a long hood, rear haunch, aggressive
headlights, and trademark tri-bar tail lamps. The "grille" of the vehicle also is cut out to
resemble the pony car. Before the decision to make it a Mustang, Ford was benchmarking the
vehicle as a "compliance" EV, according to company officials. Skip Navigation. Markets
Pre-Markets U. Key Points. VIDEO The interior of the Mach-E features a vertical Then-Ford CEO
James Hackett 3rd R and team members, including his successor, Jim Farley 3rd L , reveal the
company's first mass-market electric car the Mustang Mach-E, which is an all-electric vehicle
that bears the name of the company's iconic muscle car at a ceremony in Hawthorne, California
on November 17, Related Tags. Longer road trips are now possible with nearly all U. Each EV
has a different combination of those two things, though. In our time with the Mach-E last month,
an Extended Range 4X all-wheel-drive model with a mile rated range, we aimed to get a quick
first taste of what real-world road-trippers might see. What we observed was close to what the
EPA highway efficiency rating suggests at face value. The outside temperature was about 50
degrees, on a dry day with a mix of sun and clouds, and I drove to the charging stop at highway
speeds. So from plugging in to the charge actually starting it was less than 10 seconds, with
zero fumbling in pockets for anything else. All said, I added 51 kwh in 38 minutes. It amounted
to an estimated miles gained in 38 minutes. During that speediest portion, we saw the estimated
range leap from miles to miles in less than 3 minutes. When I contacted Ford about the
peak-power discrepancy, Ford reiterated that the Mach-E can charge at up to kw. Ford has
hinted that it has the possibility to roll out over-the-air updates that could improve range and
efficiency down the lineâ€”something only Tesla has done so far. Maybe even more important,
there was no time lost to frustration that only early adopters tend to have the patience for. The
interface could find chargers and plan routes around them. It played well with the app. Charges
initiated quickly. I agree to receive emails from Green Car Reports. I understand that I can
unsubscribe at any time. Privacy Policy. Alpha Motors shows us how retro-cute EVs can be
styled for America. Karma prices the GS-6 plug-in hybrid. Virginia signs on with California
standards. This and more, here at Green Car Reports. The Toyota Mirai is no template for the
brand's future electric cars, but it sends plenty of signals about how the brand's EVs might
drive. The plug-in hybrid version of the GS-6 costs much less than the Revero GT and aligns
this descendant with the pricing and sales targets of the original Fisker Karma. Alpha Motors is
among many recent startup EV efforts with some very attractive designsâ€”but of course, that's
only the start. GM has a fix for Bolt EV models and their hobbled charging. Mercedes is saying
no to an all-electric timeline. And Hyundai is getting serious about battery leasing.
Internal-combustion models serve as a "cash-machine" to fund future EVs, according to the
company's CEO. Emissions is important to car buyers. The Tesla Model 3 and Model Y get a
price cut. Volta turns to U. And Ford pushes toward making its cars in Europe all-electric.
Contribute: Send us a tip Comment Contact the editor. People who read this, also read: VW ID.
Share This Article:. Follow Us Today:. Green Car Reports Newsletter Sign up to get the latest
green car and environmental news, delivered to your inbox daily! Sign Up Today! The
best-driving sedan Toyota already makes is an electric car The Toyota Mirai is no template for
the brand's future electric cars, but it sends plenty of signals about how the brand's EVs might
drive. Bengt Halvorson February 22, Virginia adopts EV-boosting California clean car standards,
with support of dealers Virginia is the next state to adopt stricter standards on the way to a
potential EV mandate. Stephen Edelstein February 22, Karma prices GS-6 plug-in hybrid arriving
soon, teases electric SUV due in The plug-in hybrid version of the GS-6 costs much less than
the Revero GT and aligns this descendant with the pricing and sales targets of the original
Fisker Karma. Stephen Edelstein February 21, Bengt Halvorson February 20, Bengt Halvorson
February 19, Hyundai explores battery leasing to lower EV prices, coordinate reuse Could
leasing the battery pack make Hyundai's upcoming electric cars much more affordable?
Stephen Edelstein February 19, Mercedes parent Daimler: No expiration date for gas and diesel
sales Internal-combustion models serve as a "cash-machine" to fund future EVs, according to
the company's CEO. Bengt Halvorson February 18, Charging Mobility Sustainability. Gas
Mileage Hybrids Electric Cars. Alt Fuels Diesel Cars Features. Green Car Reports Newsletter.
The first-generation Ford Mustang was manufactured by Ford from April until The introduction
of the Mustang created a new class of automobile known as the pony car. It was initially
introduced on April 17, , as a hardtop and convertible with the fastback version put on sale in
August At the time of its introduction, the Mustang, sharing its platform with the Falcon , was
slotted into a compact car segment. With each revision, the Mustang saw an increase in overall

dimensions and in engine power. The model saw a drastic redesign to its predecessors. After
an initial surge, sales were steadily declining, as Ford began working on a new generation
Mustang. With the onset of the oil crisis , Ford was prepared, having already designed the
smaller Mustang II for the model year. This new car had no common components with
preceding models. As Lee Iacocca 's assistant general manager and chief engineer, Donald N.
Frey was the head engineer for the Mustang project â€” supervising the development of the
Mustang in a record 18 months from September to April Drawing on inspiration from the
mid-engined Ford Mustang I concept vehicle, Lee Iacocca ordered development of a new "small
car" [6] to vice-president of design at Ford, Eugene Bordinat. Bordinat tasked Ford's three
design studios Ford, Lincoln-Mercury, and Advanced Design to create proposals for the new
vehicle. The Ford design studio ultimately produced the winning design in the intramural
contest, under Project Design Chief Joe Oros and his team of L. This design was called the
Cougar by the design team. I then called a meeting with all the Ford studio designers. We talked
about the sporty car for most of that afternoon, setting parameters for what it should look like
â€” and what it should not look like â€” by making lists on a large pad, a technique I adapted
from the management seminar. We taped the lists up all around the studio to keep ourselves on
track. We also had photographs of all the previous sporty cars that had been done in the
Corporate Advanced studio as a guide to themes or ideas that were tired or not acceptable to
management. Within a week we had hammered out a new design. We cut templates and fitted
them to the clay model that had been started. We cut right into it, adding or deleting clay to
accommodate our new theme, so it wasn't like starting all over. But we knew Lincoln-Mercury
would have two models. And Advanced would have five, some they had previously shown and
modified, plus a couple extras. But we would only have one model because Ford studio had a
production schedule for a good many facelifts and other projects. We couldn't afford the
manpower, but we made up for lost time by working around the clock so our model would be
ready for the management review. In a interview, Oros recalls the planning behind the design:
[11]. I told the team that I wanted the car to appeal to women, but I wanted men to desire it, too. I
wanted a Ferrari-like front end, the motif centered on the front â€” something heavy-looking like
a Maseratti [ sic ], but, please, not a trident â€” and I wanted air intakes on the side to cool the
rear brakes. I said it should be as sporty as possible and look like it was related to European
design. David Ash is often credited with the actual styling of the Mustang. Ash, in a interview
speaking of the origin of the Mustang design, when asked the degree of his contribution, said:. I
would say substantial. However, anyone that says they designed the car by themselves, is
wrong. Iacocca didn't design it. He conceived it. He's called the father of it, and, in that respect,
he was. I did not design it in total, nor did Oros. It was designed by a design group. So nobody
actually did the car, as such. Iacocca in his book flat out comes and says I did the car. It's right
there in print, "It's Dave Ash's Mustang. This book tells you I did the car, but, in actual fact, I had
a lot of help, and I don't think anyone ever does a car by himself, not in these times anyway.
Gale Halderman, in a interview with Collectible Automobile, spoke of the Mustang's evolution
through the Ford design studio:. Dave Ash had started a clay model of the car. He had this very
boxy, very stiff-looking car. Joe came back from a management conference, saw it, and said,
"No, no, no, we're not going to do that! We've got to do one, and I want you to work on that
project. We must have put 25 sketches on the board that morning, because Joe assigned three
or four of us to do designs. Joe picked one of the sketches I did at home to be clay modeledâ€¦
so we actually started over on [Dave Ash's] clay model with the theme from one of my designs,
which had scoops on the sides and the hop-up quarter lines. To decrease developmental costs,
the Mustang used chassis , suspension , and drivetrain components derived from the Ford
Falcon and Fairlane. It used a unitized platform-type frame from the Falcon and welded
box-section side rails, including welded crossmembers. Although hardtop Mustangs accounted
for the highest sales, durability problems with the new frame led to the engineering of a
convertible first, which ensured adequate stiffness. The overall length of the Mustang and
Falcon was identical, although the Mustang's wheelbase was slightly shorter. With an overall
width of Although most of the mechanical parts were from the Falcon, the Mustang's body was
completely different; sporting a shorter wheelbase, wider track, lower seating position, and
lower overall height. An industry first, the "torque box" was an innovative structural system that
greatly stiffened the Mustang's construction and helped contribute to better handling. No one
knew the Mustang was going to be as popular as it was, but it created a huge stir in the
company. Everybody just loved it, even the engineers, though we must have bent 75 in-house
engineering and manufacturing rules. The Mustang had the first floating bumpers. The whole
front end was a die-casting with a floating hood. There were so many things the engineers said
we shouldn't be doing, but they didn't want to change them either. There was so much
enthusiasm right from the beginning. Even the drivers at the test track loved it. We would go

there for meetings, and the crowds of people around it were huge. That was totally unusual, so
we suspected the Mustang was going to be a hit. The idea for a fastback originated with Joe
Oros as well, and was designed in Charlie Phaneuf's studio. We did it in secret. No one,
including [Hal] Sperlich or Iacocca, saw it until it was finished. We cast it in fiberglass, painted it
bright red, and then showed it to Iacocca. He said, "We've got to do it! An additional 4-door
model was designed by Dave Ash as a clay model, but was not considered. Standard equipment
for the early Mustangs included black front seat belts, a glove box light, and a padded dash
board. The V8 models were identified with a badge on the front fender that spelled out the
engine's cubic inch displacement "" or "" over a wide "V. Several changes to the Mustang
occurred at the start of the "normal" model year in August , about four months after its
introduction. These cars are known as "late 65's". In the interior, the GT option added a different
instrument panel that included a speedometer, fuel gauge, temp. Additionally, reverse lights
were an option added to the car from August production. The Mustang was originally available
as either a hardtop or convertible, but during the car's early design phases a fastback model
was strongly considered. For , the Shelby Mustang was born, available only in a newly
introduced fastback body version with its swept-back rear glass and distinctive ventilation
louvers. The standard interior features of the Mustang included adjustable driver and passenger
bucket seats, an AM radio, and a floor-mounted shifter in a variety of color options. Ford added
additional interior options during the model year. Also available were sun visors, a mechanical
remote-operated mirror, a floor console, and a bench seat. Ford later offered an under-dash
air-conditioning unit and discontinued the vinyl with cloth insert seat option, offered only in
early models. One option designed strictly for fun was the Rally-Pac. Introduced in after Ford's
success at that year's Monte Carlo Rally and available on other Ford and Mercury compacts and
intermediates, the Rally-Pac was a combination clock and tachometer [30] mounted to the
steering column. A inch wheel option was available for Rally-Pac and GTR vehicles widening
front and rear track to Nationwide survey of owners by Popular Mechanics included many
complaints about leg room. The Mustang debuted with moderate trim changes including a new
grille, side ornamentation, wheel covers, and gas cap. The "HiPo" K-code engine was also
offered with C4 transmission, but it had stronger internals and can be identified by the outer
casing of the servo which is marked with a 'C'. The long duration solid-lifter camshaft that
allowed the high revving to make the horsepower it was known for, was not friendly for a low
stall speed automatic torque converter. With the valve covers off, there is a large letter "K"
stamped between the valve springs, along with screw-in studs vs. It also removed the Falcon
instrument cluster; the previously optional features, including the round gauges and padded
sun visors, became standard equipment. The Mustang would be the best-selling convertible in ,
with 72, sold, beating the number two Impala by almost The and Mustangs are differentiated by
variations in the exterior, despite the similar design. These variations include the emblem on the
quarter-panels behind the doors. From August production, the emblem was a single vertical
piece of chrome, while for models the emblem was smaller in height and had three horizontal
bars extending from the design, resembling an "E". The front intake grilles and ornaments were
also different. The front grille used a "honeycomb" pattern, while the version was a "slotted"
style. While both model years used the "Horse and Corral" emblem on the grille, but the s had
four bars extending from each side of the corral, while these bars were removed for the s. The
model year saw introduction of 'High Country Special' limited edition, of them were sold in
Colorado, Wyoming, and Nebraska. When Ford wanted to introduce the Mustang in Germany ,
they discovered that the Krupp company had already registered the name for a truck. Ford
refused and removed Mustang badges from exported units, instead naming the cars as T-5 a
pre-production Mustang project name for the German market until when Krupp copyrights
expired. Ford Australia organized the importation and conversion of the Mustang to
right-hand-drive RHD for the Australian market. About were imported to Australia â€” 48 units
were converted in and the further were done in The model year Mustang was the first significant
redesign of the original model. Ford's designers began drawing up a larger version even as the
original was achieving sales success, and while "Iacocca later complained about the Mustang's
growth, he did oversee the redesign for The overall size, interior and cargo space were
increased. Exterior trim changes included concave taillights, side scoop model and chrome
model side ornamentation, square rear-view mirrors, and usual yearly wheel and gas cap
changes. The Deluxe Interior was revised, discontinuing the embossed running horse motif on
the seatbacks the source for the "pony interior" nickname in favor of a new deluxe interior
package, which included special color options, brushed aluminum from August production or
woodgrain dash trim, seat buttons, and special door panels. The hardtop also included
upholstered quarter trim panels, a carryover from the â€” deluxe interior. The hardtop also had
the chrome quarter trim caps, carried over from â€”, but these were painted to match the

interior in models. The deluxe interior included stainless steel-trimmed seat back shells, similar
to those in the Thunderbird. These were dropped at the end of the model year and were not
included in the woodgrain-trimmed interior. The deluxe steering wheel, which had been
included in the deluxe interior for the â€”, became optional, and could also be ordered with the
standard interior. The models that were produced from January were also the first model year to
incorporate three-point lap and shoulder belts which had previously been optional, in â€”
models as opposed to the standard lap belts. The air-conditioning option was fully integrated
into the dash, the speakers and stereo were upgraded, and unique center and overhead
consoles were options. The fastback model offered the option of a rear fold-down seat, and the
convertible was available with folding glass windows. Gone was the Rally-Pac, since the new
instrument cluster had provisions for an optional tachometer and clock. Its size and shape also
precluded the installation of the accessory atop the steering column. Changes for the model
increased safety with a two-spoke energy-absorbing steering wheel, along with newly
introduced shoulder belts. The model year restyle "added more heft to the body" with body
length extended by 3. The corralled grille pony was replaced with the pony and tribars logo, set
off-center to the driver's side. The fastback body version was named SportsRoof in Ford's
literature. The model year saw the introduction of the Mach 1 , with a variety of powerplants
options and many new styling and performance features. Distinctive reflective striping was
placed along the body sides, with a pop-open gas cap, dual exhausts, matte-black hood with
simulated air scoop and NASCAR-style cable and pin tiedowns. A functional "shaker" hood
scoop - which visibly vibrated by being attached directly to the air cleaner through a hole in the
hood - was available, as were tail-mounted wing and chin spoilers and rear window louvered
blackout shade. The Mach 1 featured a deluxe interior with simulated wood trim, high backed
seats, extra sound deadening, remote sports mirrors, and other features. The Mach 1 proved
popular with buyers as 72, cars were sold through The Boss was created to meet Trans Am
rules and featured distinctive hockey-stick stripes, while the understated Boss was created to
homologate the Boss engine based on the new Ford series engine for NASCAR use. The two
Boss models received fame on the track and street. A total of 1, Boss 's and Boss 's were sold
through [61] - making these vehicles somewhat rare. A new "luxury" model became available
starting for , available in only the hardtop body style. The 'Grande' featured a soft ride, 55
pounds It was popular with buyers with 22, units sold through Amidst other special editions, the
Mustang E was offered for those desiring high mpg. The Limited Edition Mustang E was a rare
about 50 produced fastback special model designed for economy. Mustang E lettering on the
rear quarters identified the special Mustang E. The Mustang GT was discontinued in due to poor
sales versus the success of the new Mach 1 with only GT models sold that year. Although
continued with many of the same basic V8 engines available on models, notably a now revised
cu in 4. The cu in 7. If an V or W axle was ordered 3. Included was an engine oil cooler making
AC not available as an option , stronger crankshaft and conrods, improved engine balancing,
and was named the ' Super Cobra Jet '. These improvements were later referred to as ' Drag
Pack '. The Shelby Mustang was now under Ford's control and made to look vastly different
from regular production Mustangs, despite now being built inhouse by Ford. All â€” Shelby
Mustangs were produced in Because of dwindling sales, the remaining cars were given new
serial numbers and titled as models. The model year Mustangs were restyled to be less
aggressive and therefore returned to single headlamps which were moved to the inside of the
grille opening with 'fins' on the outside of the grille sides. The styling of the model was deemed
for a drop in sales and this prompted the headlamp revisions and simplification of other exterior
styling aspects for In the end, however, the model year sales exceeded those of The interior
options remained mostly unchanged. Though some early mustangs that were built in , had the
W. The C 4V M code engine featured This new performance engine incorporated elements
learned from the Ford series engine and the Boss , particularly the poly-angle combustion
chambers with canted valves and the thin-wall casting technology. Ford also made a few
'Sidewinders', which were built in Dearborn, shipped to Omaha, and sold in Iowa and Nebraska.
The stripes came in the trunk to be installed by dealers. As before there were three body styles
offered: Hardtop available in base or Grande trim , SportsRoof available in base or Mach 1 trim ,
and convertible no specific trim packages available. The new hardtop featured a prominent
"tunnelback" rear window design with flowing rear pillars, a completion of the styling exercise
of the outgoing model. Hardtops with 'Grande' trim gained a vinyl roof and Grande badges on
the C-pillars. An additional edition, the Spring Special, was available between March and May ,
[71] which added Mach 1 styling cues side stripes, tu-tone paint, urethane bumper, honeycomb
grill with sportlamps to the hardtop. All Mach 1 models came stock with urethane front bumpers
and an alternate grille equipped with amber sportlights. Though the Mach 1 is often associated
with the NACA hood a no-cost option and other styling cues, base Mach 1s could be had with

the standard hood and the 2V engine. Boss models were similar in appearance to the Mach 1,
and included a larger black-out hood than Mach 1's, front and rear spoilers, dual exhaust with
no rear valance cutouts, and chrome bumpers paired with the sportlamp grille. Convertibles
were equipped with a power top and a glass rear window. The models were the last Mustangs
available as a convertible until the model year. Exterior differences were virtually unchanged,
though all models were revised with "Fasten Seat Belt" warning lamps on the right side dash
panel. At mid-year, Ford offered a slightly detuned Boss engine, which could be ordered with
any model. Only Mustangs were built with the drag race oriented R code engine and was
designated as the HO. Mandatory options were the top loader 4-speed, competition N case rear
end , , , Boss , HO , and air conditioning delete. Vacuum operated Ram Air was not available.
However, the HO came with the first full-time cold air induction system in a Mustang, routing
cold air via a 2 piece plastic duct under the battery tray to the air cleaner snorkel. All Mustang
models had their sportlamps replaced with vertical turn signals, as the new bumper covered the
previous turn signal locations in the front valance. Both a Mach 1 and base grille were offered,
with differing insert patterns. Mach 1 decals were also revised in for models, and the previous
hockey stick side stripes of â€” models became an option on hardtops and convertibles with
the addition of the 'Exterior Decor Group'. Magnum wheels, previously optional, were
superseded by forged aluminum 5-hole wheels. The model year Mustang was the final version
of the original pony car, [84] as the model name migrated to the economy, Ford Pinto -based
Mustang II the next year. A small number of Mexican-produced cars were manufactured with the
'GT' trim package, under license by Shelby de Mexico. Automakers in the U. In , Mustang sales
started with 22, orders taken on the first day at the World's Fair and around the country. Initially,
only the hardtop with a V8 engine initially the , the was added in The Mach 1 fastback was added
in The Mustang's success left General Motors unprepared. Chrysler introduced the Plymouth
Barracuda a few weeks before the Mustang, and although it was later redesigned as a distinct
"pony car", it was, initially, a modified Plymouth Valiant. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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LTD. Station wagon. Del Rio. Ranch Wagon. Country Sedan. Country Squire. Personal luxury.
Weird, right? The biggest change isn't necessarily a huge update in terms of performance, but
for all Mustangs will have Ford Co-Pilot on board. That means active-safety goodies such as
blind-spot monitoring, lane keep assist, and smart cruise control are all standard equipment.
Sadly, as we covered earlier, the Vpowered, track-ready GT Performance Pack Level 2 Mustang

is also dead for â€”its place in the Mustang lineup has been usurped by the new Mach 1. Other
smaller changes include the addition of new colors across the Mustang range. There are also
some very small detail changes that amount to little more than footnotes in Ford's
announcement. For example, the Mustang will no longer be available with an illuminated glove
box, the Black Accent styling package comes with a redesigned wheel, the GT Performance
Pack now comes with a black strut-tower brace, and you now get a universal garage door
opener on Premium-trimmed cars. The regular Mustang may not be as mighty as some of its
beefed-up brothers, but it's still the best selling sports car in America, and these changes will
no doubt be welcome by many Ford fans. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Nick
Yekikian Author. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. This copy is for your personal,
non-commercial use only. Ford , the company that pioneered affordable personal transportation
more than a century ago, has hit a home run for drivers and shareholders with its new
all-electric offering. The company looks ready to leave a real mark on the new, electrified era of
personal transportation. It barely resembles the Mustangs of old, but it has sleek styling of its
own, inside and out, plus real pep. While some EVsâ€”hello, Tesla! It could well set a new
standard for EV fun and ease. Investors are convinced EVs are the future of personal
transportation. Figuring out which companies, if any, can catch Tesla requires getting behind
the wheelâ€”not an unpleasant task. The car is beautiful and fastâ€”fast enough to generate
butterflies. Our model went from zero to 60 in five seconds. The styling and the nameplate
pulled at our heart strings. But compares models and features is at best an inexact science.
Tesla has sold too many EVs to keep qualifying for credits like that. In the cold Northeast, the
Ford battery management software said it had miles of range. You have to look at the whole
experience of the car. Ford aced the neck-turn test. People were uniformly impressed by the
looks, and many wanted to drive it. Of course, Tesla Models S, X and 3 once did, but people
have become used to their angular, futuristic appearance. Ford, based on our sample size, has
managed to create some all-important buzz for the Mach-E. Now investors have some early
evidence that the money will be well spent. More likely, however, it was better than expected
quarterly results that have boosted shares. Wall Street, despite new products and better
earnings, remains cautious on the stock. We said new management could improve margins and
lead the company into what Wedbush analyst Dan Ives is calling the golden age of EVs.
Building quality EVs at a price where traditional auto makers can make a profit and defend
market share from all-EV companies such as Tesla is critical for traditional auto maker stocks.
Ford looks like it has an early win in that battle. EVs today all seem to have a giant iPad glued to
the dash. Some intrepid automotive designer should do something about that. Write to Al Root
at allen. Ford, the company that pioneered affordable personal transportation more than a
century ago, has hit a home run for drivers and shareholders with its new all-electric offering.
Distribution and use of this material are governed by our Subscriber Agreement and by
copyright law. For non-personal use or to order multiple copies, please contact Dow Jones
Reprints at or visit We've detected you are on Internet Explorer. For the best Barrons. Sign In.
Text size. We Were Wowed. Thank you This article has been sent to. Privacy Notice. Cookie
Notice. Copyright Policy. Data Policy. Your Ad Choices. Barron's Archive. All Rights Reserved.
All Rights Reserved This copy is for your personal, non-commercial use only. This page is for
personal, non-commercial use. The first Ford Mustang Mach-E buyers may have to wait a bit
longer than expected to get their hands on the new electric crossover. Ford confirmed a tip sent
to Autoblog Friday that some early deliveries have been delayed to address quality concerns.
We notified affected customers that they may receive their Mustang Mach-Es on different timing
than previously discussed. The team is working to expedite these vehicles, and we hope that
customers receive them ahead of targeted dates, providing there are no COVIDrelated
transportation delays. That last bit is actually good news, as our tipster shared a screenshot of
an email that was reportedly sent to a customer waiting on a California Rt. The full text of the
email follows below for anybody who is unable to view the image embedded above. To ensure
your complete satisfaction, we will require additional time before your Mustang Mach-E
California Rt. Your vehicle's previous estimate delivery range of February 5 and February 11 has
been updated to between March 18 and March 24 Your dealer will contact you to arrange the
delivery and pickup details regarding your new vehicle. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads
are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our
stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our
site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading
Autoblog. Some early Ford Mustang Mach-Es subject to delivery delays Customers are being
told they may have to wait longer than expected. Byron Hurd. Share 0 Comments. Thank you.
Related Video:. Compare Now. Sign in to post. X Sign in to post Please sign in to leave a
comment. View More. Autoworkers face uncertain future in an era of electric cars. See Local

Pricing. I'm not in the market for a vehicle at this time. Please move this suggestion to the side
for 30 days. Thank You Thanks for subscribing. Check your in-box to get started. Sign Up More
Info. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's
how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A
drop down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ
depending on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were
viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes
a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled
to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in
your browser. Please enter a display name. Cancel Change Name. The initial variants of Ford's
first all-electric crossover might only have a tenuous connection to the badge on the back, but
boy howdy, they're still pretty darn great. Of all the years for Ford to slap the Mustang name on
an electric crossover, seems about right. Subverted expectations are the name of the game and
while the nomenclature might not sit well with everyone, rest assured that the Ford Mustang
Mach-E is a lovely little EV that speaks of great things to come. The normal Ford Mustang's M.
To that end, my First Edition tester holds the party line. With about horsepower and pound-feet
of torque, there's definitely enough go-juice, but with the majority of the powertrain's heft
located as low as possible, it takes a whole lot of brute manhandling to unsettle the Mach-E. As
expected, the instantaneous electric torque makes for exciting starts, but it's not enough to rip
your toupee off your scalp. Even in its sharpest vehicle mode, there's still plenty of sensible
right-pedal modulation on offer, making it easy to power out of one corner and into the next.
Aside from the exciting starts, the Mach-E feels somewhat tame, as if Ford is aiming for more of
a grand-touring-style experience. The suspension's standard fixed dampers err toward
softness, with a bit of body roll in corners and a surprisingly well-cushioned ride on the
highway. Magnetorheological adaptive shocks are on the docket, but only for the upcoming GT,
which seems like a missed opportunity -- not only to milk a few more bucks from buyers, but
also to offer a slightly sportier experience without requiring the full chunk of change the GT
variant will command. The Mustang Mach-E's regenerative brakes don't exactly command a
sports-car level of precision, but that doesn't make them bad. The one-foot-driving mode is
stellar, with the right amount of lift-off deceleration making for easily controllable stops. My
issues only become present when the left pedal is actually required; the blend point between
regenerative and friction braking is incredibly obvious, with a marked shift in deceleration as I
push further into the pedal's throw. Some more linearity would inspire more confident braking
and make for more Mustang-y dynamics, so I'm hoping that this gets sorted out on the GT. The
Mach-E offers three different vehicle modes. Whisper is my favorite, taking advantage of the
car's inherent on-road smoothness with a numb accelerator and comfortably light steering feel.
Engage, the middle-child option, sharpens throttle and steering while the sportiest mode,
Unbridled groan , ramps the response up even further. Each setting also has its own volume
level for the fake "engine" noise that Ford pipes into the cabin, which is more of a low-pitched
thrum that actually sounds pretty good -- better than the usual spaceship-like low-speed noises
that most automakers rely on. You can turn it off if you don't need to pretend you're driving
something nonelectric, though. For a bit of context, EPA range estimates vary from miles on the
low end, representing AWD variants with the standard-range Impressive tech abounds in the
Mach-E and it's obvious from the first glance at the dashboard. The standard Enabling
lane-keep assist or turn-by-turn directions will add those to the screen, as well, but everything
has a distinct place and is easy to reference with a quick glance. It will also change its
background in different vehicle modes, which is a fun little touch. I sincerely hope that Ford
puts this screen -- and this system -- into as many future vehicles as possible. It's really, really
great. The real meat and potatoes of the Mach-E's cabin tech comes from the honkin' It's
running a modified version of Ford's Sync 4 system, so it's responsive and easy on the eyes,
with both light and dark motifs available. The top half of the screen is devoted to a single thing,
whether it's a navigation map or audio info, while a series of tiles just beneath allows for quick
swapping between various corners of the system, and you can see it all with just a quick glance
away from the windshield. Climate controls are at the bottom and, while I miss having physical
switchgear for these, the touchscreen controls are easy enough to use at stoplights. There's
one part of the central display that deserves an award, though. There's an incredibly powerful
settings menu that's accessed by hitting the Mach-E in the top left corner of the screen. Unlike
most menus of this kind, which just sort of expect you to know what everything means, each
setting has an information icon that, when clicked, gives you a plain-English explanation of
what the various modes or settings do. It's little things like this that I love and I'm sure people
new to the EV experience will also appreciate a bit of handholding to ease the transition. While
some parts of EV life might take some getting used to, the Mach-E's interior proves that some

electric-vehicle benefits are easy to live with. A lack of mechanical bits under the body means
there is so much space on offer and it's only enhanced on my tester thanks to a glass roof that
makes the cabin feel quite airy. Usable space is everywhere, with two levels of storage including
a wireless device charger just under the screen, in addition to sufficiently deep door pockets,
another cubby under the armrest and a trunk that, despite the cut roofline, is deep enough for a
family's worth of golf clubs or groceries. The Mach-E's interior is mighty pleasant, with
supportive front seats that aren't so tight as to be uncomfortable for more Rubenesque
occupants. The fabric interior trim is a lovely touch that zhushes up an otherwise
straightforward and sorta-plain dashboard design, and I like that the same trim also covers the
speaker housings to bring it all together. Second-row occupants are in luck, too, because that
coupe-ish silhouette doesn't impugn much on headroom and there's plenty of legroom
available, to boot. If anything, the closest connection between the Mach-E and the actual
Mustang is the exterior design. The coupeover roofline and the fat rear haunches would look
just as appropriate on a regular 'Stang and the rear taillights are pretty much plucked straight
from the real deal, albeit with new protuberances that bridge the visual gap across the tailgate.
The front end's "grille" bears a slight Mustang resemblance, as do the headlights, but worry not
-- with a new Mustang generation on the horizon, something tells me the di
ebayuk motorcycles
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fferences between EV and pony car will dwindle. While I believe that some connections to the
actual Mustang do exist, the Mach-E is more of a grand-touring-focused EV that can be a little
sporty when it wants. Yes, hardcore variants like the GT are on the way, but as it stands, the
Mach-E also offers daily usability in a way that most Mustangs don't. I think the Mach-E is a sign
of great things to come from Ford -- not only for its most precious nameplate, but for every
future EV the automaker produces. Climb in the driver's seat for the latest car news and
reviews, delivered to your inbox twice weekly. Be respectful, keep it civil and stay on topic. We
delete comments that violate our policy , which we encourage you to read. Discussion threads
can be closed at any time at our discretion. Roadshow editors pick the products and services
we write about. When you buy through our links, we may get a commission. Andrew Krok. View
Local Inventory. Enlarge Image. See full specs See more Ford.

